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Spin and scalar curvaturein the presence
of a fundamental
group.I
By MIKHAEL GROMOvand H. BLAINE LAWSON,JR.
0. Introduction

It is a generally accepted principlethat the fundamentalgroup of a
positivelycurved manifoldmust be "small". There has been. little progress until recentlyin applying this principle to manifoldsof positive*
scalar curvature. This is not surprisingsince any manifoldof the form
X = X0x S2 carries a metric of positive scalar curvature no matterhow
large the fundamentalgroup is.
A breakthroughin the problemwas achieved in a recentsequence of
papers [16], [17] of R. Schoen and S. T. Yau. They established, in particular, that the tori of dimension? 7 support no metricof positive scalar
curvature. Their techniquesemploythe regularityof certain minimalhypersurfaceswhichfails in dimensions> 8.
Anotherapproach to positivescalar curvatureis suggestedby thework
of Lichnerowicz[13]. He proved that a spin manifoldwith non-vanishing
A-genuscarries no metricof positive scalar curvature. One of the ingredients in his proofis the Atiyah-SingerIndex Theoremapplied to the Dirac
operator.
We show in this paper how the spin argument gains additionalpower
when the universal covering of a manifoldX (and hence the fundamental
group wr(X))is "large". In particularwe establishnew obstructionsto the
existenceof positive scalar curvature metricson manifoldswhichare not
simply-connected.In a companionpaper [19] we show that for simply-connected manifoldsthe previously known obstructions essentially form a
completeset of invariants.
Definitions. A compactorientableriemannianmanifoldX of dimension
n is called s-'-hypersphericalif thereexists a shortmap of positive degree
fromX onto the euclideann-sphereofradius s-'. (A shortmap is one which
0003-486X/80/0111-2/0209/022
$01.10/1
(? 1980 by PrincetonUniversityMathematicsDepartment
see inside back cover.
For copyinginformation,
* It is knownthat on a compact connectedmanifoldX of dimension<3, any function
which is negativesomewhereis the scalar curvaturefunctionof some metricon X. (See [10].)
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does not increase distance.) This is equivalent to the conditionthat there
exists an s-contractingmap of positive degree onto the unit sphere. (An
s-contractingmap is one which multipliesall distancesby a factorless than
or equal to s.)
If forevery s > 0, there exists a finitecovering of X whichis s-'-hypersphericaland spin, then X is called enlargeable.
Note that enlargeabilityis a homotopyinvariant. Indeed, if X -- Y is
a map of positive degree and Y is enlargeable, then clearly X is also enlargeable providedit has a finitespincovering. The simplestexample of an
enlargeablemanifoldis the torus. Observe that the productof enlargeable
manifoldsis enlargeable,and that the connectedsum of any spin manifolds
with an enlargeablemanifoldis again enlargeable. We shall prove in Sections3, 4 and 6 that all compacthyperbolicmanifolds,all solvmanifoldsand
all sufficiently
large 3-manifoldsare enlargeable.
A. Let X be an enlargeable manifold. Then X carries no
THEOREM
riemannian metric of positive scalar curvature. In fact any metricof
non-negativescalar curvatureon X is flat.
This gives the generalanswer to a questionof Kazdan and Warner[10].
A. Any metric of non-negativescalar curvature on the
COROLLARY
torus TVis flat.
A smoothmap f: X-- Y betweencompact,connected,orientedmanifolds
is said to have non-zero A-degree if A(f'-(p))

# 0 for some regular value p

of f. The map is said to be spin if f*w2(Y) = kw2(X)fork = 0 or 1. (Here
class.)
w2denotesthe secondStiefel-Whitney
THEOREM B. Let X be a compactmanifold whichadmits a spin map of
non-vanishingA-degreeontoan enlargeable manifold. Then X carries no
metricof positive scalar curvature. In fact any metric of non-negative
scalar curvatureon X is Ricci flat.

COROLLARYB. Let X = T" #X0 where X0 is a spin manifold. Then X

carries no metricof positivescalar curvature. Any metricof non-negative
scalar curvatureon X is flat (and X must be thestandard torus).
Note that whenX is a compactspin manifoldwithA(X) # 0 and f: X-{pt.}, TheoremB reduces to the LichnerowiczTheorem [13]. Theorem B
gives a familyof results which interpolatebetween TheoremA and the
Lichnerowiczresult. For example,if X0 is spin and A(X0) # 0, and if Xl is
enlargeable,then X0x Xl carries no metricwith positive scalar curvature.
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This paper also containssome positive results.
THEOREMC. The followingmanifolds carry metricsof positivescalar

curvature.
1. Any n-manifold(n > 3) of theform
X = (S/lrl)# '..

#(S/Irk) #(S' x S-1)

.

(S' x Sn-')

whereeach (Sn/Fj)is an elliptic space form.
2. Any manifold of the form X = d(X0x D2) where X0 is a compact
connectedmanifold with non-emptyboundary.
3. The double of X whereX is a compact manifold which carries a
metricsuch that boththescalar curvatureof X and themean curvatureof
its boundaryare positive.
By use of Theorem C(3), the followingresult will be proved in the
secondpart of this paper.
C. Any compactmanifold X which carries a metricwith
sectionalcurvature:?0, cannot carry a metricwith scalar curvatureK > 0.
Moreover,any metricwith K ?> 0 on X is flat.
In this paper and its sequel we treat the case of 3-manifolds.Modulo
certainquestionsconcerningmanifoldswith finitefundamentalgroup,we
obtain a classificationof 3-manifoldswith positive scalar curvature.
The paper is organizedas follows. In Section1 we presentthe BochnerWeitzenbockformulafor the Dirac operator on a twisted spin bundle. In
Section 2 we definea topologicalinvariantW(X) for non-simply-connected
spin manifolds,whichis analogous to the Novikov higher signature. This
invariantis realized as the index of a familyof ellipticoperators. We show
that it vanishesif the manifoldcarries a metricof positive scalar curvature.
In Section 3 we introducea geometricconstructionwhich allows us to
generalizethe results of Section 2. The idea is roughlydual to the Kodaira
vanishingarguments. In place of twisting by a positive bundle,we "untwist" over negative coverings.
Section4 treats the case of solvmanifolds;Section 5 containsthe proof
of TheoremC; and Section 6 concerns3-manifolds.
The results of this paper have a purelytopological consequence. We
recall the followingresult.
COROLLARY

THEOREM([111). If a compactmanifoldadmitsa (non-trivial)S3-action,

thenit carries a metricof positivescalar curvature.

Atiyah and Hirzebruch proved that if a spin manifoldX admits an
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0 This is nottrue of theinvariantWsince9(T") ? 0.
Si-action,thenA(X)
O.
However, fromthe above result and Theorem2.1 (? 2), we have:
THEOREM

W(X) = 0.

D. If a compactspin manifold X admits an S3-action,then

Final Remark. The circle of ideas presentedhere suggested that one
shouldbe able to prove the generalized Novikov conjecture for manifolds
whose universalcoveringspace is hypereuclidean.We have learned that T.
Farrell and W. C. Hsiang recentlyproveda result of this type [6].
1. The vanishing theorem for twisted spin bundles

In this sectionwe shall brieflyenunciatethe general Bochner-Weitzenb6ck formulafora Dirac operator. Our settingis the following. Let X be
a riemannianmanifoldand let Cl(X) denoteits associated bundleof Clifford
algebras. This is the bundleover X whose fibreat each point x is the Cliffordalgebra of the tangent space TX(X) with its given norm. There is a
canonicalembeddingT(X) cCl(X). This bundlecarriesa naturalorthogonal
connection,extending the one on T, and characterizedby the fact that
covariantdifferentiation
is a derivationon the algebra of sections,i.e.,
V(9.'r) =(V?)-+

+ c-(Vf)

forall p, e F(Cl(X)).
F
We now consider a bundleof modules S over the bundleof algebras
Cl(X). We assume S is equippedwith a metricand an orthogonalconnection so that: (i) For each unit tangentvector e e TX(X), x e X, the module
is a dermultiplicatione: Sx -+ Sx is orthogonal,(ii) covariantdifferentiation
ivation with respectto module multiplication,i.e.,
V(9.a)

= (VP)-a + P-(VU)

forall q e Cl(X) and all a e F(S). Under these assumptionsthere is a selfadjoint elliptic firstorder differentialoperatorD: F(S) -* F(S) definedby
setting
D =En=
where el,

...,

ei*V.

en is locally a basis of pointwise orthonormal vector fields on

X. The square of D is given by the formula
D' =

where VVW

VV_-

Fk

-eek
ej

Vej,ek

VVWis the hessian operator. When X is compact, the

operatorsD and D2 have the same kernel.
There is another second order operator V*V: F(S)

-+

F(S) having the
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same symbolas D2. It is given locally by
V*V =

. ,_1 Vej,e,

This operator is non-negativeand self-adjoint. Its kernel is the space of
parallel sectionsof S.
The followinggeneral formula yields most of the known vanishing
= Vv1wtheoremsin riemanniangeometry(see [12] for example). Let RV1W
X
Vw denote the curvaturetensorof the connectionon S, and definea global
section9Re F(Hom(S, S)) by the formula:
== _

EjkejiekRepek

THEOREM1.1.
(1.1)

R

D2=V*V+

Proof. Let el,

D=

, enbe local orthonormalvector fieldson X. Then
Ejk

ei-ek

Vej,ek

ej*ej* V6,j1, +
=V*V + gR .

-Ej

I

j<k ei*ek *(Vejek

-Vek~ej)

Note that R,,:S, -+ S, is a symmetrictransformation.We say 'Ik is nonnegativeif RU,> 0 forall x. We say URis positive if it is non-negativeand
9RZ> 0 at some pointx.
COROLLARY 1.2. Suppose X is compactand oriented. If URis positive,
thenker(D) = 0. If URis non-negative,then ker(D) is the space of parallel
sections.

For the bundlesof modules to be consideredin this paper we shall require a spin structure. Recall (cf. [15]) that an orientable manifoldX is
called a spin manifold if its second Stiefel-Whitneyclass w2(X) is zero.
Suppose X is equipped with a riemannianmetric and let Ps0"(X) be the
bundleof orientedorthonormaltangent frames. A spin structureon X is
a principal Spin,-bundleP,,, "(X) together with a Spin,,-equivariantmap
- Pso,,(X) which commuteswith the projectionmaps onto X.
d: Pspin,,(X)
The conditionw2(X) = 0 is necessaryand sufficientfor the existence of a
Spin structure.
Suppose now that X is an orientedriemannianmanifoldof dimension
2n with a Spin structure. Let Cl2,,denote the Cliffordalgebra of R2"with
its standard inner product. Then Cl2,,(RC _ End(C25),and so Cl2,,has a
unique irreduciblecomplexrepresentation(cf. [1]). Restrictingto Spin2,,
c
Cl2,,we obtain a unitaryrepresentationA of Spin2w.The associated complex
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vectorbundle
=

S(X)

x

Pspin2,

AC

is called the bundleof (complex)spinors over X. This bundleis naturallya
bundleof modulesover Cl(X) = Plpin2, x AdCl2,. Liftingthe riemanniancon-

nectionon PI02,.(X)

to

satisfying
thehya connection
determines

P;Pin2,(X)

pothesesin the discussionabove. The curvatureof this bundleis given by
the formula

RsW= E2<k
2

<Rvw(ei)p ek>ejek

where Rvwdenotesthe Riemanncurvaturetensorof X, and where the ""
denotesCliffordmultiplication.A straightforwardcomputationnow shows
that the operatorSo above reduces to a scalar operator
1
4

where K is the scalar curvature of X. We conclude that K > 0 implies
ker(D) = 0. This is the well knowntheoremof Lichnerowicz[13].
Suppose now that E is any hermitianvectorbundleover X with a unitary connection. Considerthe bundle S(X) X E with the canonicaltensor
productconnection. This is again a bundle of modules over X satisfying
the above hypotheses. It will be called a twistedspin bundle over X. The
correspondingoperator$Ais of the form

=

(1.2)

+ 9R

4

where
(1.3)

Ro(u
(ge)

i

k (ej

*

ek

*)

(? R4 j(e)

and where RE denotes the curvature tensor of the connectionon E. From
the discussionabove we have the followingresult.
THEOREM1.3. Let X be a compact riemannian spin manifoldand let
S(X) (? E be a twistedspin bundleover X. If K > 41?0,thenkerD = 0.

From the bundleS(X) X E one can constructa naturalellipticcomplex.
Suppose dim(X) = 2n and let wobe the parallel sectionof Cl(X) ?RC given
locally by the formula a) = ine,
.e2n

normalvectorfields. Then

w02 =

where el, ..,

1, and ej~o = - we,

composition

S(X)0(DE= S+fflS-

e2, are pointwise ortho-

for all j. There is a de-
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into the + 1 and -1 eigenbundlesforCliffordmultiplicationby w0.Clifford
multiplicationby ej gives isometriesej: So -ST. Since Vw)= 0, we see that
restrictionof the Dirac operatorgives an ellipticoperator
(1.4)

D+: F(S+)

-

F(S-)

whose adjoint, denotedD-, is also the restrictionof D. From the AtiyahSinger Theorem[2] we have that
Index(D+) = {ch E. A(X)}I[X]

(1.5)

where A denotesthe total A-class of X. We can now state the main result
of this section.
1.4. Let X be a compact riemannian spin manifoldof even
dimension,and let S(X) (? E be a twistedspin bundle over X. If K > 490,
then ker(D+) and coker(D+) are zero. In particular, if K > 4Ro, then
{chE.A(X)}I[XI = 0.
THEOREM

2. The higher A-genus and families of Dirac operators

In this sectionwe presentan invariant for spin manifoldswhich is analogous to the Novikov higher signature. We show that this invariant
arises as the index of a familyof ellipticoperatorsobtainedby twistingthe
fundamentalspin complexwith a familyof flathermitianline bundles. The
resultsof the previoussectionwill implythat if thereexists a metricwith
K > 0, this invariantmust vanish.
We pointout that a moreelementaryproof of strongerresults will be
givenin the next section. The argumentpresentedbelowhas, in ouropinion,
some independentmethodologicalinterest. However,the reader unfamiliar
with the Index Theoremfor familiescan skip this section.
Our constructionshere closelyfollowthose of Lusztig [14], so our presentationwill be brief.
Let X be a compactspin manifoldof dimension2n. The higher-A-genus
is an elementWe A*Hom(H1(X;Z), Z) given as follows. Let xl, * XN be a
basis of H'(X; Z) and let x*, ..., x* be the dual basis in Hom(H'(X; Z), Z).
For each multi-indexI = {il. *, ip} where ij < **< ip and 2n - p 0(4),
let X, c X be a compactsubmanifoldwith trivial normalbundledual to the
cohomologyclass xilU* *U xi.. Let A(X,) e Z be its A-genus. Then
(2.1)

%(X)

-

a

A(X1)x4I

Note that W(X) is a topologicalinvariant. It is furthermorean invariant
of spin cobordismswhichpreservethe fundamentalgroup.
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Suppose now that T = V/Fis an r-dimensional
torusand let T* =V*/*
be the dual torus. Let E, be the hermitianline bundleover T x T* given as
the quotientof Vx V* x C by theactionof F x F* whichassociates to (y, y*)
the transformation(v, v*, z)->(v + y,v* + Y*,e27riv*r)z).
This bundle is flat
on the factors Tx {v*}. A straightforwardcomputation(see [14]) shows
that
cl(Eo) -ordId. e Hom(F, F)_F*?1F-H(T;
If x, *.**, X. is a basis for F* and xl, *..
(2.2)

_)

=

( _ 1)k(k+l)/2

Z)1Hl(T*;
,

Z)cH2(Tx

T*; Z).

x* a dual basis for F, then
E

IIk

XIXI*

Considernow a compact riemannianspin manifoldX of dimension2n
and supposef: X -* T is any smoothmap. Then E = (f x id.)*(E) is a hermitianline bundleover Xx T* which carries a canonicalflatconnectionon
each of the factors Xx {v*}. The constructionpresented at the end of
Section 1 gives a familyof twisted spin bundlesS(X) 0 E, and a familyof
ellipticoperatorsD+: F(S+) -+ F(S-) parameterizedby the torus T*.
Applying[3] we see that the indexof the familyis
Wf(X) = {ch(E) *A(X)}[X] e Heven(T*; Z)
To simplifymattersone considersthe universalcase where
T = Alb(X) = H1(X; R)/UH(X; Z)mod torsion

is the Albanese varietyof X and f: X -* Alb(X) is thecanonicalmap(defined
up to homotopy). The dual torus Alb(X)* _ Pic(X) is called the Picard
varietyof X. There is a natual isomorphism
H*(Pic(X); Z)

A
A*Hom(H1(X;
Z), Z) = A*(H1(X; Z)/torsion)

An easy computationusing (2.2) shows that the index of this familyof
operatorsover Pic(X) is exactly the higherA-genusof X. Given any map
f: X - T, one has that Wf(X) = f*%(X).
Suppose now that X admits a metric of positive scalar curvature,and
considerthe familyof operatorsD+: F(S+) -F(S-) over Pic(X) constructed
above. Since E is flaton each fibre,we concludefromTheorem1.4 that the
kerneland cokernelof each operator in this familyis zero. This implies
that the index of the familyis zero. We have thereforeprovedthe following result.
THEOREM2.1. Let X be a compact spin manifold of even dimension.
If X admits a metricof positivescalar curvature,then
%(X)

= O .
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COROLLARY
2.2. Let X be a compact spin manifoldof any dimension
n. If X admits a map of positive degree ontothe torus T', thenX admits
no metricof positivescalar curvature.
Proof. If n is even, apply Theorem2.1. (Note that the componentof
W in degree n is not zero.) If n is odd, apply the theoremto Xx S'.
Theorem2.1 can be sharpenedsomewhatby applyingthe followingresults. The firsttheoremgeneralizesearlier work of J.P. Bourguignon.
THEOREM
2.3 (Kazdan and Warner[10]). Let X be a compactriemannian manifold withscalar curvatureK > 0. If X is not Ricci flat, thenX
carries a conformallyequivalentmetricwith r > 0.
THEOREM
2.4 (Cheeger and Gromoll[5]). Let X be a compactriemannian manifold which is Ricci flat. Then the universal coveringX of X
splits as a riemannian productX = Ex X0 whereE is flat euclidean space
and whereX0 is a compact,simply-connected
(Ricci flat) manifold.
Combiningthe resultsabove gives the followinggeneral answer to a
questionof Kazdan and Warner. (The case n ? 7 has beenprovedby Schoen
and Yau.)
COROLLARY
2.5. Any riemannian metric of non-negativescalar curvature on thetorus T" is flat.
Theorem2.1 actually gives a familyof results which "interpolate"between the LichnerowiczTheorem and Corollary2.2 above. To state these
results,we introducethe followingconcept. Let X and Y be compact,connected,orientedmanifolds,and considera smoothmapf: X -* Y. Then for
any regular value p of f, the set f '(p) is an orientedmanifoldwhose oriented cobordismclass is independentof the choice of p.
Definition2.6. The A-degreeof the smooth mapf: X -* Y is the number

A(f-(p))

where p is any regular value of f. (We set A(0)

=

0.)

COROLLARY
2.7. Let X be a compact spin manifold of any dimension
n. Suppose X admits a smoothmap f: X -* T-4` of non-zero A-degree.
Then X carries no metricof positivescalar curvature.
Note that Corollary2.2 impliesthat any manifoldof the form
X=

T#Y,

where Y is a compactspin manifold,cannot carrya metricwith K > 0. In
to the standard torus, T #Y cannotcarry
fact, if T#Y is not diffeomorphic
a metricwith r > 0.
Note also that fromCorollary2.7 any compactmanifoldof the form
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X - TxY

where Y is spin and A( Y) # 0, cannotcarry a metricwith K > 0. In fact
any metricwith Kr> 0 is a twisted riemannianproduct of a flatmetricon
Towith a Ricci flatmetricon Y.
3. An untwisting trick

In this sectionwe shall presenta differentproofof the results of Section 2. This proofgeneralizesto a substantiallylarger class of manifolds.
The basic idea here is that a riemannianmanifoldX with K > 0 cannot
be too large in the followingspecificsense. Let Sm denote the euclidean
m-sphereof curvature 1. A smooth map f: X -+ St is c-contracting(for
some c > 0) if }if*VH ? c forall unit tangentvectors V on X.
PROPOSITION3.1. For each constantjro> 0 and each n e Z+ there is a
constantc = c(Ko,n) > 0 withthefollowingproperty.Let X beany compact
riemannian spin manifold of dimension 2n with Kr> c. Then there exist
no c-contracting mapsf: X__)S2" of positive degree.

More generally,for any such X of dimension 2n + 4k there exist no
c-contractingmaps f: X __S27 of non-zeroA-degree. (Here c depends also
on k.)
Proof. Suppose f: X
c(f)

= sup{lIf*

_*

S2%is a smoothmap and set

V I: V is a unit tangent vector on X} .

Let E, be a hermitianvector bundle over S2%such that cn(E0)# 0. Fix a
hermitianconnectionin Eo and let REo denote its curvaturetensor. Let
E
f*E0 and give E the inducedconnection.We now considerthe twisted
spin bundleS(X) ?&E withthe tensorproductconnection,and we construct
the associated elliptic complex D+: F(S+) - F(S-) presented in Section 1.
We wish to apply Theorem 1.4. Let 9ZObe the curvature expression given
= 1}. It is clear from (1.3) that
by (1.3) and set 11jo IlI = sup{<UZO(q),
9>: JI
Iq
there is a constant ao depending only on dimension such that I akoI < ao IREI 1.

However, since the connectionon E was induced fromthe one on E0, we
have

R,-

and f(x)).

=

Rf,%,f*,W (under the obvious
Hence, IREI1 < c2 IIRE 11. It
9o?
10II

identification of the fibres over x

follows that
aC2

where a dependsonlyon the data fixedon S2n.
Now since X ? so, we have fromTheorem 1.4 that if c <V sro/a,
then
=
1
0. Now ch(E)
{ch(E).A(X)}[XJ
+ co where
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f*c.(E.)

= 0.
(f'(p))
and
Since i > 0,we have A(X) = 0,thereforea{nA(X)}[X]
_e
This completesthe proof.
Note that the conditionK > r0is local and is preserved underthe process of takingcoverings,i.e., of"unwrapping"themanifold. If thereexist
unwrappingsof the manifoldwhich are uniformlylarge in all directions,
thenthereexist contractingmaps to the sphere. A fundamentalcollection
of manifoldswith this propertyconsists of certain manifoldswith nonpositivesectionalcurvature.

Definition3.2. A group X is said to be residually finiteif
< o} = {1}.
n{N: N< wTand lw1/NI
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let X be a compactriemannian n-manifoldof nonpositive sectional curvature such that 7w1(X)is residually finite. Then
given any c > 0 thereexists a finite coveringX' -* X such that X' admits
a c-contractingmap to S" of degree1.

Proof. Fix a pointx in the universalcoveringX ofX and considerthe
e-': X -+ T,(X) _ R" where e is the exponentialmap. The
diffeomorphism
theory of Jacobi fieldsshows that e-1 is everywhere 1-contracting.We
choose a degree-1map A:R" -+ Sn which is constant outside the euclidean
ball B1 of radius 1. Then there is a constanta > 0 such that for all r > 0,
the map Or:X
S-, given by 057(x)= q(r e-'(x)), is ar-contracting and constant outsidee(B,).
= 7w1(X)
on X.
Let F c X be a fundamentaldomainfor the action of wT
Then for each r there is a finiteset of elementsg1,..., gt e wTsuch that
e(B,)c UN1 gi(F). Since X is residuallyfinite,there exists a subgroup wT'czw
of finiteindex, such that gi ? w' forany i. Let X' -* X be the finitecovering correspondingto w'. Then there is a fundamentaldomainF' c X for
the action of w' such that e(B,) c interior(F). The map q57now descendsto
an ar-contractingmap 0': X' -+ S" of degree 1. This completesthe proof.
This last result can be substantiallygeneralized.
-

Definition3.4. A compactriemannianmanifoldY is said to be enlargeable in dimensionn if for each constant c > 0, there exists a finitecovering Y' -- Y such that Y' is spin and Y' admitsa c-contractingmapf: Y'-*
SI' of non-zeroA-degree. If n = dim Y, Y is simplycalled enlargeable.
Definition3.5. A smooth mapf: X -* Y between connectedmanifolds
is called a spin map if w2(X) = kf*w2(Y) fork = 0 or 1.
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We now have the following.
PROPOSITION3.6. Let Y be a compact,orientable,n-dimensionalmani-

fold whichis enlargeable. Suppose X is any compactriemannian manifold
whichadmits a spin map f: X-* Y of non-zero A-degree. Then X is enlargeablein dimensionn.
Given c > 0, let
Proof. Let a = sup{Ilf.v I: v e TX and livII1}.
-q: Y'
Y be the coveringsuch that Y' is spin and admits a (c/a)-contracting map F: Y'

-*

Sn of non-zero degree. Let p: X'

-*

X be the covering cor-

respondingto the subgroup(ff*)-1(q,,w1(Y')).Then there is a mapf': X'
Y' such that the diagram

X

Pif

lq
, y

commutes. X' is spin since
w2(X')

=

p*w2(X) = kp*f*w2(Y)

The map F' = Fof'

= kf*q*w2(y)

= kf'*W2(Y')

= 0.

is clearly c-contracting and has non-zero A-degree.

This completesthe proof.
Combiningthe resultsabove gives our main result.
THEOREM3.7. A compactmanifold whichis enlargeable in some dim-

ension n ? 0 cannot carry a metricof positivescalar curvature.

In particular,we have fromProposition3.3 the followingresult.
THEOREM3.8. Let Y be a compact riemannian n-manifold with sectional curvatures< 0 and such that r1(Y) is residually finite and some

finitecoveringis spin. Then any compact manifold X which admits a
spin map f: X -* Y ofnon-vanishingA-degree,carries no (non-fiat)riemannian metricwith scalar curvatureir > 0.

Note. If n is odd, the above theoremis proved by taking products
with S1.
to a locallyhomogeneousspace
COROLLARY3.9. Let Y0behomeomorphic

F\G/Hof non-positivesectionalcurvature,and let Y1 be any compactspin
manifold of the same dimension. Suppose some finite covering of X is
spin. Then theconnectedsum
X = Yo#Y1
carries no metricof positivescalar curvature.
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The same conclusion holds for YOx Y2 where Y2 is any compact spin
manifoldwithA(Y2) : 0.
That F is residually finite follows from Selberg [18]. We note that if
is
YO hyperbolic, then there is always some finite covering which is spin
[20]. This may be true of all manifolds considered in Corollary 3.9.
In the second part of this paper we shall prove Theorem 3.8 without
the hypotheses of spin and residual finiteness.
4.

Generalizations to solvmanifolds

The arguments of the last section can be applied to manifolds other
than those of non-positive curvature. The key concept in these arguments
is that of enlargeability. Let B"(r) denote the euclidean ball of radius r.
Also for a smooth map e: B"(r) -> X, where X is riemannian, we set
IIIeIII = inf{lle*(v)ll: v e TB"(r)

and 11
v 11= 1} .

The arguments used to establish Proposition 3.3 show the following.
PROPOSITION4.1.

Suppose X is a compact riemannian n-manifold

such that:
is residually finite.
( 1) wr1X
( 2 ) Some finitecoveringof X is spin.
( 3 ) For each r > 0, there is a smoothembeddinge,: Bn(r)
universal coveringmanifoldof X, such that eIe, > 1.
Then X is enlargeable.

-

X = the

Definition 4.2. A compact manifold which satisfies the hypothesis (3)
of Proposition 4.1 will be called expandable.
Note that the condition of expandability is independent of the metric
on the manifold X. This is seen as follows. Suppose that for some metric
> 1. Given
on X we have the family of mappings e,: B"(r) c X with IIle7lI1
another metric on X, we have IIle,II' > 1/a for some a > 0 (independent of
r). We now replace e, by e'(x) = ear(ax). Then IIlele'l'=
I e'lll > 1. Thus
the notion of expandability is a property of the diffeomorphismclass of X.
Note that an expandable manifold is a K(wr,1).
PROPOSITION4.3. Suppose X0and X1are compactexpandablemanifolds

and let Y be a manifoldof theform
Y = X1 XpX0

is a homomorphism.Then Y is expandable.
wherep: 7r,(X)-> Diffj(X0)
Proof. Let X, denote the universal covering of Xk and let nk = dim(Xk)
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acts jointly by deck
for k = O 1. Now Y = X1 x Xo/1l(XJ)where 7r1(XJ)
transformationson the left and by the representationp on the right.
Clearly Y is a fibrebundleover X1 with fibreX. and with a foliation F of
dimensionn1(comingfromthe product structureabove) transverseto the
fibres.
We introducea metricon Y with the propertythat the tangentspaces
to the fibresare perpendicularto {f and such that the metricon TF is lifted
fromsome metricg1on X1. (This is always possible.) Then on X1 x Xo this
metrichas the form
g=

gl

)go

where D, is the lift of g1 to X1 and where go is a familyof metricson Xo
parameterizedby pointsof X1.
> 1.
Fix r > O and let e1,: B"i(r) c-X1 be an embeddingsuch that IIIel,7111
>
0
such
that
a
a
there
is
constant
Set z el1,(O).Then
>
(go),, Jlal)(go),
forall z' e image(e1,r).Chooseeo,ar:
B"o(ar) -* Xo such that IIteoar
III > 1 in the
c
metric(#O)z,and defineeo,r: Bno(r) Xo by eor(x)= eo,ar(ax). Then IJleorjlJ
>_ 1
in each metric (gO)z' for z' e image(e1,r). It follows easily that

er= (e1l,,eor): B Al(r) x Bno(r)-

X1
, x X0

satisfiesIIJer7
I> 1. This proves the proposition.
4.4. Any compactsolvmanifoldis enlargeable.
COROLLARY
Proof. A compactsolvmanifoldX is parallelizable and has residually
finitefundamentalgroup. Furthermore,there is a fibrationX -* S' whose
fibreis again a compactsolvmanifold.Hence, by inductionX is expandable.
4.5. Let X be a compactspin manifoldwhichadmits a map
THEOREM
of non-zero A-degreeonto a compact solvmanifold. Then X carries no
metricof positivescalar curvature.
5. Some constructionsof manifoldswith positive scalar curvature
As mentionedin the introduction,any manifoldwhich admits a nontrivialS3-actioncarries a metricwith K > 0 [11]. This coversmostexamples
knownto date. We presenthere some other constructionsof metricswith
K > 0 whichwill prove useful in the second part of this paper. We begin
witha simplecase to illustratethe ideas.
5.1. The manifold (S' x S)# ... #(S'x S2) carries a metric
PROPOSITION
of positivescalar curvature.
Proof. Considerthe domain D c R2given in Figure 1. (All curves are
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euclideancircles.)

FIGURE

1

of D c R4where s is
Embed R2c R4linearlyand let Q be an s-neighborhood
...
small. ThenX _
-(S' x S2)# #(S'x S2), and X has circular"C2 creases"
whichwe smoothin a circularlysymmetricway.
We claim that fors sufficiently
small, the metricinduced fromthe euclidean metrichas K>O and K.>O for some x. (By a theoremof Kazdan and
to one with K>0.)
Warner[101,one can then change the metricconformally
The onlypointsthat need to be checkedare the non-convexpoints,i.e.,
the pieces of X near the inner circles of AD. Here the surfacecan be gen{x=
erated explicitly by rotation in the (x1,x,) plane of the surface ?
=
>
(x1,x2, x3) e R3:dist.(x,1) s} where 1 {(x, 0, 0): x 1}.

/XI

Xv
FIGURE

2

The surface? is itselfobtainedby rotatinga curve y c R2.
AX2

X1

FIGURE

3
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k

6r ,

7
S

2
FIGURE

2

4

This curve must be smoothed at the points (1, +s). This can be done explictly as follows. Let k(s) be the even function given in Figure 4, where
o < )A<s. Then k(s) is the curvature function of a unique curve Y(s), with
are length s, such that y(O) = (1 - s, 0) and y'(O) = (0 -1). Since |kds=7r,
we see that Y is the desired C2 smoothing.
By symmetry it will sufficeto compute the scalar curvature at points
of the hypersurface along the curve y(s), s > 0, in the (x1,x2)-plane. At
such a point x = (x1,x2,0, 0), the principal curvatures of the hypersurface
are k1,12, and -(1/x1)cos8, where k1and k2 are the principal curvatures of ?
cR3 and where 8 is the angle between the normal to y and the x1-axis.
Now for O < s < sr1/2-r7 we have k = k2
=11/s and x1 1.
Hence, the
scalar curvature
1.

d/x1

> 0. For s > s11/2 + )7, one sees easily
=
we
] have that k1 k,
k2 1/s and

For s e I = [s~r/2-r),7sz/2+?r

that K O.
x_

K = 4/s2 - 2 cos

In particular,

2/s >

k2>

1/2s and

x, > 1/2.

It follows

that

in this

region,
7

2k1k2 -

>k

2(k1 + k2)cos 8/X1

_ 4(k + 2/s)cos 8 .

T = (a, b). Then T' = kN where N
(-b, a) is the unit normal
to Y, and cos 8 = b > 0. We are interested
in the function f(s) = k(s)/sLet Y'
4[k(s)

+ 2/s]b(s).

right

endpoint,

This

function

is > 0 at

and is differentiable

b'z= ka 0 <1 k < 1/s, and

a2+

the left endpoint

in I.

Now

b2 = 1. Therefore,

f' = k'(1/s - 4b)
-

-

4(k + 2/s)ka

(1/2s)7)(1/s 4b)
Hence

&r >

f

> 0 on I.

This

completes

+ 0(1/62) < 0

the proof.

of I, =0

in I we have:

k'

at the

-1/2s'7,
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REMARK
5.2. The above constructionapplied to the plane figure:

FIGURE

5

gives a metric on (S' x S2)# *... #(S' x S2), punctured at k points, which has
K > 0 and is the productmetricR x S2 on the ends.
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let X be a compact n-manifold,n > 3, of constant
positive sectional curvature. Then X, punctured at a finite number of
points,carries a metric which has K > 0 and which,on each end R x Sn-,
is thestandard productmetric. (The radius of thesphere on each end can
be arbitrarily prescribed.)

Proof. The constructionis local. We considera piece of the euclidean
sphereSI embedded in the usual way in R"+'. Considera pointp close to
SI and on the "outside". Let En be the boundaryof the convex hull of
SI U {p}. (We change Sn by replacing a small cap with a cone of tangent
segmentsfromp.)

p

FIGURE

6

The C2 "crease" along the small sphere S'-1 c Sn can be locally smoothed
so that the metrichas K > 0.
We now observe that the cone can be pulled out to a cylinderpreserving positive scalar curvature. The cone is obtained by rotating a line
segment1, in the (xo,x1)-plane,about the x.-axis in R"+'. We may renormalize the pictureby a homothetyso that 1 is the segmentjoining (0, 1) to
(s, 0). We replace 1 with a bent segment1'. The curvature
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Xi

00~~~~~~~~X
c

1'

FIGURE

7

of the segmentis a non-negativefunctionk e Co(R+) whose integralis the
total bend. The resultingmanifoldof rotationwill have scalar curvature
(
i = n(-1)
X1

sino[ (n

X1

2) sin8 -2k]

where a is the angle of the normal with the xp-axis. Hence we may bend
throughsome angle ,3 while preservingK > 0.
The vertex of our new figureis again a cone. We renormalizeand repeat the procedure. Since the cone is less acute, we may bend throughan
angle > ,8. In a finitenumberof steps we arriveat the cylinder. This completes the proof.
Combiningthe above resultsgives the following.
THEOREM5.4. Any 3-manifoldof theform

m, = (s3/rl)
#...

(s3/r)#(sx S2)#... (s' x s2),

whereeach ri is a finitesubgroupof SO, actingfreely and orthogonallyon
S3, carries a metricof positivescalar curvature.
The constructionin Proposition5.1 can be considerablygeneralized.
THEOREM5.5. Let X0 beany compactmanifold withnon-zeroboundary.

Then themanifoldX = a(X0 x D2) carries a metricof positive scalar curvature.

COROLLARY5.6. Let X0 be any compact manifold withoutboundary.
Then themanifoldobtainedfrom X0 x S' bysurgeryon a finitenumberof
circles {p1}x S1, ***, {1p} x S' carries a metric of positive scalar curvature.

Proof of Theorem5.5. Introduce on X0 a metric of positive sectional
curvature(cf. [7]) and consider the riemannianproduct X0x D2 with the
flat2-disk. Let X1czX0be the complementof a thincollar of aX0. Then for
s sufficiently
small, the boundaryof {p e X0 x D2: dist(p, X1) ? s} will have
K > 0 where this manifoldis of class C2. Examinationof the non-C2points
shows that theycan be smoothedwhilepreservingthe conditionK > 0. The
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argumentis a straightforward
applicationof the Gauss-curvatureformulas
fora hypersurface.
THEOREM5.7. Let X be a compact riemannian manifold with bound-

ary such that:
(i)

K>

onX;

(ii) H > 0 on aX whereH is themean curvatureof AX with respectto
theexteriornormal.
Then thedoubleof X carries a metricwith K > 0.
Proof. Let X1 X\C where C is a thin collar of AX. We can choose
X1 so that the mean curvatureH of aX1 is still positive. We then consider
the riemannianproductXx I and defineD(X) = {p e Xx I: dist.(p, X1) = e
where 0 <s ? 1. This manifoldis homeomorphicto the double of X. It
containscertainobvious C2 creases. We claim that fors sufficiently
small,
these creases can be smoothedin X x I so that the induced metric has
K > O.

On the regionsof D(X) whichare parallel to X in Xx I we clearlyhave
comes at the bendingpoints.
> 0. The difficulty
Fix x e, X, and let a be the geodesic segment in X1 emanating orthogonallyfromaX1 at x. Then a x I is totallygeodesic in X x I. Let Y =
(a x I) U D(X) be the intersectionof this surfacewith D(X). It will be of
the formpicturedbelow.
K

Hi

FIGURE

~~~~~~~a

8

Let p ***, en be the principal curvatures of aX1 at x. At a point correspondingto angle 8 (see Figure 8), the principal curvaturesof D(X) will
be of the form X0= (1/s)cos 8 + 0(s) and

X,=

([k ? 0(s))cos 8 + 0(62) for

k = 1,
n, . It followsfromthe Gauss curvatureequation,that the scalar
curvatureK of D(X) is of the form:
K = KX

( 2 H + 0())cos29

+ 0(6)

where Kx is the scalar curvature functionof X (and of X x I). For 8 close
to 7r/2
one can constructa C2 smoothingof D(X) so that the conditionK > 0
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is preserved. This completesthe proof.
REMARK5.8. It is clear fromthe proof that in Theorem5.7 we can
choose the metricon D(X) to agree with the one on X outside a neighborhood of aX c D(X). Moreover,we may assume that if the metric on X
satisfiesK > so > 0, then this metricon D(X) satisfiesr > K0/2.
6. Some results for 3-manifolds
The techniques above can be applied to a class of K(7r,1)-manifolds
which includesmanymanifoldsof dimension3.
6.1. Let X be a compact K(ic, l)-manifold of dimension n
THEOREM
such that Z is residually finiteand somefinitecoveringof X is spin. Suppose there exists a compact expandable (n - l)-manifold X0 and a map
-- ic1(X) is infective. Then X is an enlarge9: X0 -O X such that 9*: c11(X0)

able manifold. In particular, no compact manifold which admits a spin
map of non-vanishing A-degree onto X can carry a metric of positive
scalar curvature.
X be the covering space correspondingto the subProof. Let X'
c c1,(X). Then the map p liftsto a map g': X0Xgroup 7'K= qp*(c1,Xo)
which is a homotopyequivalence. In particular,there is a map p: X^' Xsuch that p og^ is homotopicto the identitymap on X0.
Fix a metricon X and lift it to X'. By passing to a finitecover, we
may assume X0 and X' are oriented. Then X' is a completemanifoldwith
two ends. We replace9^(XO)witha compactorientedembeddedhypersurface
Hc X' whichis homologousto gf(XO). Since the class [q^(XO)] e H"_1(X^;Z)
is a generator,we may assume H is connected. Then X'-H has two connected components X+ and X-.
d(x)

We define d: X'

R by

H) if xeX
f-dist. (x,

dist. (x, H) if xeXl .
d
Since X' is complete, the functiond is proper. For each r > 0 we set
X' = d-'([-r, r]) and define
IIP*IIr

= SUp{IIp*VI:

Va unit tangent vector on

X}

r

Let X, X0 denote the universal covering manifoldsof X and Xo, and
considerthe map
F: X -X

xR

given by F(x) =(1(X), d(x)) where pUis the liftingof p. This map is proper
and of positive degree in the followingsense. Let B ci X be an embedded
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(n - 1)-balland considerthe map s: X0x R -- SAgiven by the composition:
Sn-1/s
Xox R A S1=S .
(Xol(Xo-B)) x (R/(R- [- 1 1]))--Saul XsS1
Then soF: X _>Sn is constant outside a compact set and thereby defines
on sufficiently
maps soF: X' -S
large compactorientablecoveringsX' of
X. (Recall that 11,(X)is residually finite.) These maps will be of positive
degree. This can be seen by a straightforwardhomologyargument.
It remainsto show that for any given c > 0, we can constructsuch a
map which is c-contracting. Choose r > 0 so that 1/r< c and let RSince X is expandable there exists an embeddinge: BB-1(2R)
IIP* I rC-l.
X0 such that eIII > 1. This gives a map so:X0 -> Sn' which is constant
outsidee(Bn-1(2R))and is I p*I c-contracting.Let s,: R -? SI be given by
R
Then s: X x R

/ R

R/(R-[-ly 1])

-> Sn is definedby the composition

X xR -

(Sosi)

S

n

xS'-

t

I

S

Sn'

-

AS'

One can easily see that the map s o F is c-contracting. This completesthe
proof.
This theoremhas the followingimmediateconsequence (viz. Schoen
and Yau [16]).
THEOREM6.2. Let X be a compact 3-manifoldof theform X = XO#X1

whereX1 is a K(w, 1). If w is residually finite and contains an infinite
subgroupwhichis isomorphicto thefundamentalgroup of a compactsurface, thenX carries no metric of positive scalar curvature. In fact any
metricof non-negativescalar curvatureon X is flat.
In the secondpart of this paper we shall remove the restrictionson it
in Theorem6.2.
Recall that any compact orientable 3-manifoldX can be decomposed
as a connectedsum
X = E-K

*

#mk(SIXS2)#Kl

m

where each Y, is coveredby a homotopy3-sphereand each Ki is a K(r, 1)
manifold[8]. It is a question whether each Y, is of the formS3/L'where
1 c SO4 is a finitegroup whose orthogonalaction on S3 is free. If so, this
will give a classificationof 3-manifoldsof positive scalar curvature.
STATE UNIVERSITYOF NEW YORK AT STONY BROOK
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